TO: All Proposers  
FROM: Kimela Miller  
DATE: July 12, 2019  
RE: RFP Number: 1906013E - Amendment #3  
Commodity: Consultant Services  

*Letter of Addendum*

Please check the NM Tech website often for updates on this RFP.

Q1) The SOW does not provide a sufficient amount of information to develop a complete price, will NMIMT accept a price submission comprised of proposed Labor categories and associated hourly rates, or a FFP/LOE submission, without any deductions in evaluation scores? If not, then will NMIMT provide further details as to the levels of support required for the tasks listed?  
A1) Please provide labor categories with hourly rates.

Q2) Would NMIMT consider issuing one RFP that combines defining the requirements and performing that defined effort as one solicitation as opposed to issuing one RFP to consult on the requirements and a separate RFP to perform that defined effort? Combining the consulting of requirements and the performance of that defined work would preclude a potential Organizational Conflict of Interest (OCI). If done as two separate actions a contractor could only participate in one activity, either consulting on the requirements or performing the defined work. Combining both consulting and performing in one RFP would seem to yield the desired outcome for NMIMT.  
A2) We feel this was answered in amendment #2, questions 4 and 5.

The RFP submittal date is change from: July 19, 2019 to July 26, 2019. Questions will be taken until July 18, 2019.

All Offerors are required to confirm the receipt of this amendment in their response. All other terms and conditions of the RFP remain unchanged.
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